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Based on ‘Tweets’ posted  up to July 2018
 

If God is the Love that brings Us to and from Life, then I'm a believer. 
If God is a Chief Executive Officer who rewards those He favours and 
punishes those He doesn't, then I'd rather not be. 

The problem with mental blocks is you don't know you've got them 
until they've gone. Then you wonder why on Earth you had them. But 
meanwhile you'll resent anyone who tells you that Nature is not 
Legoland.

Fear drives us to mental abstraction. And that really is something to be
frightened of - an impenetrable barrier to our understanding of the 
reality of Life, Environment & People 

Does anyone really think that material form and immaterial space are 
either mutually exclusive or one and the same? If, not, why continue 
to think as if they are? 

Open-heartedness is in the core of a healthy, compassionate sense of 
self-identity as a natural inclusion of neighbourhood. 

In reality, self & group identity are dynamic inclusions of natural 
neighbourhood, not mutually exclusive or all One. 

The need for an educational approach that respects rather than abuses
the combined inner and outer awareness of the disregarded child is 
huge. 

True natural history is inquiry into Nature as it actually is - an 
expression of the co-creative receptive-responsive evolutionary 
relationship between space and energy, not the product of an 
eliminative struggle for life. 

Natural inclusionality is a combination of inner and outer awareness 
that we gain as children and perversely teach ourselves to disregard as
we grow up. 



Take a sheet of plain paper. Let this represent 'space'. Take a pencil. 
Let this represent 'energetic potential'. Draw a circle. You have just 
shown how natural form comes into being as a local energetic 
embodiment around a receptive centre of space. 

We desperately need educational approaches that cultivate natural 
sense, not abstract non-sense. Only with natural sense can we learn to
understand Life, Environment & People as they really are. 

Natural sense combines inward sense with outward sense. It does not 
isolate them as subjectivity & objectivity or conflate them as one & the
same. 

There is an aspect of reality that truly can't be grasped - but this 
doesn't mean that it can't be understood and appreciated. 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s42087-018-0003-0 
29/06/2018

Trying to remedy a damaged culture, while doing nothing to recognise 
or remedy what damages it, is largely futile 

When scientists finally accept the first principle that form & space are 
distinct but mutually inclusive, not mutually exclusive or co-extensive, 
science praxis will transform radically. 

I am a dynamically embodied Hole, in receptive-responsive 
relationship with my natural neighbourhood. And so are You. 

When the only antidote offered to apartness is wholeness, one can feel
very lonely indeed. 

Everything changes mathematically when zero is included as a centre 
of receptivity within one as a dynamically bounded figure rather than 
cast outside one as a fixed figure in empty background. 

How sensible is it to dislocate or conflate our selves from or with the 
wider world we inhabit? Not at all? Then let's stop doing it and re-open
our hearts & minds instead to our true nature in receptive-responsive 
relationship with one another and our habitat

How many more times will it need to be said that the tyranny of the 
majority is not the true inclusive democracy that serves the needs of 
all. 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s42087-018-0003-0


Snapshot vision has an awful lot to answer for

The River of Life is made of Flow, not building blocks. 

Natural inclusion gives us reason to love, not reason to exclude our 
natural neighbourhood. 

Natural inclusion is the reality 'in here' as well as 'out there' - both the 
'room in the elephant and elephant in the room' 

Being 'too busy' to contemplate the reality of natural inclusion is itself 
the result of inattention to this reality.

How much 'time' do you need to realize that natural creativity arises 
from the receptive-responsive relationship between space & energy? 

Natural inclusion is the reality of receptive-responsive relationship 
between space & energy from which all natural diversity evolves. To be
aware of it is a joy. To be aware that most people are unaware of it - 
and so cause needless suffering to themselves and others - is a pain 

A focal point is a receptive point of space that draws energy into 
circulation around itself, not an executive point of mass that exerts 
power over others. 

Our senses are no barrier to comprehending the true nature of reality. 
Ignoring our senses in order definitively to isolate or conflate matter 
from or with space is the real source of abstract non-sense that severs
us from our natural neighbours and neighbourhood. 

Something's seriously amiss when reasoning from a false premise is 
considered acceptable, while reasoning from a sound premise is 
considered outlandish. 

All thought arises from an initial premise concerning the nature of 
reality. 

Natural Inclusionality is a bodily felt, experience-based REALIZATION 
of how real life emerges from intangible Spatial Stillness and Energetic
Movement in Receptive-Responsive Relationship. No more. No less.

In natural inclusionality, Receptive Space is the boundless Grace of 
Unconditional Love, which partners energetic circulation in the 'real life
emergence' of material form. 



https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?
wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat 

I regard NI as a 'first principle of reality', which can actually be arrived
at - given 'an open heart of mind' - very quickly on the basis of how it 
feels to inhabit a living, loving body and to discern the distinction 
between one's own and other bodies and their surroundings. 

Receptive Void Stillness & Responsive Rotational Movement are the 
intangible Nuts & Bolts of reality. 

Awareness of natural inclusion places love in the heart of one's life, not
aside from it. 

So much falls so readily into place when we perceive physical reality as
a co-creation of intangible space and energy in receptive-responsive 
relationship. 

When zero is placed inside one instead of aside from one, we feel the 
receptive love in our hearts and the responsive emotional flow of our 
bodies: we move from frigid abstract geometry to natural flow 
geometry. See Ch3 in 
https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?
wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat 

Objectivity arises from subjectively setting yourself apart from what 
you are dynamically included within. 

There are two primary, irreducible presences in Nature: Space & 
Energy. Together, in mutually inclusive, receptive-responsive 
relationship, they co-create everything, in all its diversity. 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s42087-018-0003-0     …   

True Enlightenment only becomes possible when we relinquish our 
human hankering to define things as they aren't.

Zero lives in the heart of things, not to one side of them. 

You can only make sense of Nature by recognising the mutually 
inclusive, receptive-responsive relationship between tangible and 
intangible reality. 

https://t.co/F2mMaYtsDk
https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat
https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat
https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat
https://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat


Everything is one as a dynamic inclusion of everywhere...we humans 
have a tendency to focus on the figure alone (the 'one') while 
forgetting the intangible 'ground' of everywhere. 

Eighteenth Century Enlightenment dug us into the trench of abstract 
exclusionality; Natural Inclusionality can dig us out of it 

Wisdom is no more and no less than the capacity to understand the 
true nature of reality and behave accordingly. 

We need to shift from regarding life as a win-or-lose competition 
against the odds, to appreciating life as a gift of natural energy flow to 
be received, cared for and passed on in continuous relay. 

New life cannot emerge from a hardened shell. 

In an adverse culture, what's least popular is what's most needed.

True perception of reality must naturally include the intangible. 

Only a mind locked within oppositional thought can see no alternative 
to oppositional action. 

What we can learn about the nature of life from trees and fungi:
http://thetreeconference.com/films/dr-alan-rayner-understanding-
trees-fungi-flow-forms/ 

Waves and particles are tangible expressions of energetic flux within 
and around intangible space, not energetic flux itself 

So long as space is treated as a geometrical structure in itself, rather 
than as a receptive inducer of dynamically bounded structure, 
mathematical physics will remain stuck up its own gum tree.

The keeping under wraps of feminine receptivity has obstructed human
understanding for millennia. 

I'm inclined to view 'The Holy Spirit' and 'The Vitality of the Intangible' 
as synonymous. 

We can become so consumed in dealing with the consequences of 
flawed thinking that we never pause to recognise and amend their 
source 

http://thetreeconference.com/films/dr-alan-rayner-understanding-trees-fungi-flow-forms/
http://thetreeconference.com/films/dr-alan-rayner-understanding-trees-fungi-flow-forms/


Would you rather be inspired by love or driven by fear? 
The universe is a co-creation of Darkness & Light in receptive-
responsive relationship, not One or Other Alone. 
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s42087-018-0003-0 

All forms of definitive closure are the death knell of evolutionary 
creativity and soulful awareness.

Evolution is inspired by receptive-responsive influence, not driven by 
external force. 

Life is a gift of natural energy flow to be received, nurtured and passed
on, not a competition. 

In the same way that you need both paper and moving pencil to make 
a drawing, you need both space and flux in mutually inclusive, 
receptive-responsive relationship to make a body 

There's a clear difference between the abstract mathematical 
treatment of time as a tangible measure of duration, independent of 
motion, and the natural perception of time as the intangible essence of
motion

The very idea of defining time as a framework independent from 
movement seems nonsensical to me, other than as a navigational 
device. And I feel the same way about trying to corner the infinite, 
receptive void of space 

No thing exists, besides the no-thingness of the receptive void, in no 
time. To every thing, turn, turn, turn, there is a sequence, turn, turn 
turn... Light work makes heavy matter 

There can be space without substance, but there can't be substance 
without space. 

I cannot isolate my self from my body and my neighbourhood and 
continue to exist – neither
 can you. 

'Wholeness without a w' makes a huge difference to understanding the
dynamic reality of natural inclusion. 

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s42087-018-0003-0


Life is inspired from within, by receptive influence, not designed from 
without by controlling force. 

Nature doesn't abhor a vacuum - Nature IS a vacuum, a receptive 
omnipresence locally inhabited by responsive fluxes of energy. 

Space is in form & form is in space. 

The present is the current that continually reconfigures past into future
occurrence, not a dividing line between one and other.  

If a great many human problems arise from a basic misconception of 
reality, wouldn't it be good to remedy the misconception? 

Objectification of Other causes profound human misunderstanding and
suffering. 

Do you seek 'A Theory of Everything' or an 'Awareness of Everywhere'?
Can you sense the difference?  

What is laughing matter? A. Matter that finds the reality of human 
abstraction very funny, even though it’s grimly serious to live with.  

It's not possible to understand tangible reality without understanding 
the intangible reality from which it is a co-creation…And it's not 
possible to understand intangible reality as if it is tangible.  

Nature isn’t some ‘thing’ to connect to/disconnect from. 

Energy continually runs away from where it is towards where it isn't. 
Space stays still. Together they co-create the flow-form of place-time

The reality of Nature is a receptive continuum of space locally 
inhabited by informative energetic circulations called matter. 

The reality of human abstraction is one or many independent material 
objects isolated from and by space, and moved by external force. 

‘Natural selection' is an oxymoron 

Responsive Flow loves receptive vacuum and rushes to embrace it in 
local circulations of energy called matter. 

No One can change Many minds without the help of many minds. 



The receptive heart of self identity is the hole-in-one, not the whole of 
one. 

Objectivism evades the reality of suffering by denying the reality of 
love.  

Receptive-responsive learning from our natural neighbourhood is the 
essence of natural inclusional education. 

Nature can teach us how to be true to our selves - but only if we learn 
receptively, not objectively; with humility, not arrogance. 

When it's normal to polarize and rare to seek balance, what kind of 
sense is it possible to make? Non-sense, I guess. 

Something's gone amiss when the middle ground is thought to be far 
out. 

Natural Companionship: The Lost Art of Living Together BECAUSE of 
our differences. 

We could ask, what is the cost of human conflict and what can be 
gained from it? Ultimately, an awful lot versus very little  

The evolution of life patterns as variations on a theme of receptive-
responsive relationship between spatial stillness & energetic movement

So long as we do nothing about the source of human antipathy in 
limited perception, we will struggle to limit & repair the damage it 
causes. 

Creativity is a Quality of Nature that we express through receptive-
responsive relationship, not something we possess as personal 
property. 

Fighting Abstract Pride & Prejudice with Pride & Prejudice leaves no 
opening for the conflict-resolution of Natural Sense & Sensibility.  

I've got much more time for those prepared to learn from experience 
than for those who stick to their guns regardless  

Natural organisation is induced from within, through receptive-
responsive relationship, not imposed from without, by external force.  



What is neither One thing nor the Other is the desperately needed 
Balance that holds Each in the Other's Influence. 

There is a perceptual barrier, which causes a conceptual barrier, which 
causes a language barrier, which reinforces the perceptual barrier…

The Grounding of our Being is Spatial. The Figuring of our Becoming is 
Dynamic. Together, these make us what we are - expressions of 
Habitat  

What is truly odd - accepting being naturally included in 
neighbourhood, or insisting on being outside it as an independent 
singleness?  

Enmity is a product of objectivism. People aren't. We can, without loss 
and with much to gain, dispense with objectivism, but not people. 

Love of Life and Lust for Power are very different sources of human 
motivation. 

Our Soul need is great for our language, logic, art, science & 
spirituality to regain its musicality and flow into Life & Love 

Organisms are expressions, not occupants of their habitat. 

The only stillness within one is in the space within one.  
http://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?
wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat     …    

New worlds emerge when the receptive gatherer-in brings the 
responsive gatherers around in co-creative relationship 

Like politics, religion should never be a battleground. Deep spirituality 
could & should resolve, not cause conflict  

We need a science & language of natural receptive-responsive 
relationship to supersede the science & language of objectivistic 
abstraction 

Material bodies have both volume & duration within eternal space 
everywhere: they do not exist in zero space or time  

Democratically speaking, a ~50:50 split given a binary choice is a 
people's call for sensitive balance, not hard decision one way or other. 

http://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat%C2%A0%E2%80%A6
http://www.springer.com/gb/book/9783319546056?wt_mc=Internal.Event.1.SEM.BookAuthorCongrat%C2%A0%E2%80%A6


The measurement is not the reality - it omits the intangible receptive-
responsive relationship upon which all tangible expression depends. 

Natural space and time aren't substances - so how can it make sense 
to treat them as 3- or 4th-dimensional? 

It always depresses me to witness an electorate being conned.  

Hard Minds bring Hard Times

Sound government is dynamically balanced, receptive & responsive 
government, not intransigent, one-sided government 

We are all local flow-forms, receptive & responsive to one anothers 
presence as natural inclusions of space in flux 

Nature isn't an object, and neither are we. 

Individuality & sociality are mutually dependent in sustainable 
organizations - so why must we choose one or other? 

Strength & stability are not evolutionarily sustainable qualities in 
changing circumstances where receptivity & responsiveness are vital. 

Natural democracy is based on the co-creativity & confluence of all 
voices, not the predominance of one, a few, a segment or even a 
majority  

Calls for strong & stable government are all-too-often calls for 
arrogant, rigid, unbalanced leadership, insensitive to varying 
circumstance  

To understand the true nature of reality, it's vital to look both ways, 
inwardly & outwardly, not one way or another in opposition.  

The politics of one against other do not encourage the mutual 
understanding and co-creative evolution that is needed to help us out 
of a fix 

When we accept our true nature as living beings, not isolated objects, 
there's no good reason why we can't love one another & 
neighbourhood 



People tell me that the masses are beyond the reach of natural truth. I
think that's more true of those who seek power over the masses. 

To understand the true nature of reality we need to combine 
receptivity with discernment- not to isolate these as subjectivity & 
objectivity  

All natural form is a form of music - a co-creation of receptive spatial 
stillness and responsive energetic flux. 

Objectivism, belief that an object can exist independently from the 
space it naturally includes and is included in, is deeply troublesome.  

Time elapsed is a tangible measure of the length of interval between 
one local happening & another: it is not a measure of natural time  

Distance is a measure of tangible units of length travelled between one
locality & another: it is not a measure of natural space. 

What can be measured is not all there is to reality - it is only a local 
derivative from what can't be measured (continuous space + flux). 

The present moment is a turning point betwixt coming & going, neither
a schism nor an eternity, but natural current 

Reality is not intrinsically objective: reality is intrinsically fluid.  

A popularity-contest culture governed by false pretence isn't one in 
which true worth & wisdom are likely to prevail 

What a difference it would make if more of us realized that individual 
and group identities are dynamic inclusions of their neighbourhood.  

Natural space pools us together continuously in natural communion, it 
doesn't isolate us. 

Natural boundaries are transitional, not definitive.    

There is much more to life than meets the objective eye. 

It's natural to yearn to belong within community, but not at the 
expense of individuality. 



Among the many 'Fake Truths' we are led to accept, how about 'Fake 
Democracy' and how this leads to Divisive Rule?  

If a material body devoid of space, i.e. without volume, can't actually 
exist, the whole of abstract scientific theory needs re-thinking 

Theory built on false foundations will collapse sooner or later - but can 
cause much harm in the meantime… 

We need continually to be aware and remind ourselves that individual 
identity naturally includes neighbourhood.

When material & immaterial presence are understood to be mutually 
inclusive so too can be material science & aesthetic & spiritual 
awareness 

We've gone much too far one way OR another. Now we need to go 
much further and deeper one way IN the other.  

If we want to break the stranglehold of hierarchical power over people,
we must loosen the abstract logic that sustains that power in place

Volume cannot exist without space, but space is infinitely, 
immeasurably greater than volume. Time to escape the box 

Science will only begin to make natural sense when it incorporates 
intangible presence into material presence.  

The abstraction of self- or group-identity from natural neighbourhood 
is unrealistic and socially, psychologically & environmentally harmful 

Q. What makes us constitutionally unable to get out of a constitutional 
mess? A. False Dichotomy. 

There is poetry in motion, receptivity in flow. 

Reciprocity of giving and receiving is crucial to co-creative natural 
relationship. Insular one-sidedness is not. 

One person alone cannot change the way most people think. 

The inductive calling of the 'cavity at heart' and the responsive pulse &
circulation of energy combine to call life into being and becoming  



Matter, being dynamically configured, cannot exist in an instant. 
Understand that, and the whole basis of abstract science collapses to 
zero. 

SPACE IS INFINITY Once we accept the truth of that statement an 
'enormous amount falls into place' 

We make natural sense when we combine receptive and responsive 
awareness, but abstract non-sense when we oppose them

We need to think in terms of the zero within one, not zero as an 
alternative to 1. 

Space is everywhere, matter is somewhere. That fact alone falsifies 
the basic premise of objectivistic thought.  

It's a great gift to be able to represent our natural experience 
truthfully, and a great curse to misrepresent it.

Substituting the tyranny of the elite with the tyranny of the majority is 
not good governance. 

We cannot sensibly understand tangible reality in isolation from 
intangible reality. 

Nature becomes an estranged place when fear of void makes you 
disregard your personal inclusion within it.  

There are no clean breaks or red lines in Nature - there is only the 
ebbing and flowing of current in place-time.  

The findings of quantum mechanics reflect the relationship between 
intangible space & energy that manifests in tangible material flow-form

What is Our True Nature? 

Our True Nature is a mutual inclusion of space & energy. Ultimately, 
it's that simple.  

The iniquities of human life that so many complain about will persist 
until we collectively change the attitude of mind that causes them  

Natural truth is not definitive. Hence we will only be able to understand
anything natural when we relinquish our insistence on defining it.  



Nature includes what's possible; it doesn't exclude what's impossible.  

If we can accept other creatures as they naturally are, what stops us 
doing likewise for ourselves? 

Negation of negativity is the hallmark of false positivism. True 
positivity = generosity. True negativity = receptivity. 

The only instantaneous presence in Nature is intangible and 
everywhere. 

The tree we see today could not be as it is without the participation of 
all the branches it has sprouted and shed.   

The divorce of rationality from emotionality was the beginning of the 
end of reasonability. 

Energy flows naturally from surfeit to deficit; money doesn't - why 
not?   

If it's thought irrational to love one's neighbour as one's self, maybe 
what's thought rational is unreasonable.  

From One or the Other to Each in the Other.   

Breaking through the space-barrier takes us from abstract dichotomy 
to natural communion 

Left & Right, Black & White, Day & Night are natural companions, not 
ideological opponents.  

You can cut matter apart from matter, but you can't cut matter apart 
from space. 

Nothing tangible can exist in zero time. 

The potentiality for biological life to evolve is implicit in the findings of 
quantum mechanics, but these can't be understood objectively 6th 
December 

We live in the footsteps of our ancestors imprinted in unconscious 
memory even if consciously forgotten.  

The intangible realm is not only real, it is the ubiquitous source of 
dimensionality, without which no tangible body can have volume…



The 'new paradigm' will only emerge when we appreciate the 
difference between Abstract Background Space and Natural Receptive 
Space. 

Receptive presence is the keyhole to unlocking the door that entraps 
rationalistic human thought in a cubical cell. 

Natural centres are openings, not control points. 

The keyhole to love & understanding is receptivity; the key is 
responsiveness. Each in the other opens closed doors  

There is no Objective Truth in Nature - Because Nature is not an 
Object. Natural Truth is Fluid, not Definitive.

What does it matter if matter can't exist without no matter? An awful 
lot!  

Space intangibly pools all together in each other’s influence: it neither 
separates nor tangibly connects them. 

Negativity = Receptivity. Positivity = Generosity. Together, they 
produce current. Alone, they are unrequited.  

The misunderstanding of Darkness brings about human estrangement 
from one another and our natural neighbourhood.  18th October 

Sense & Sensibility reciprocally combine feeling awareness and 
discernment; Pride & Prejudice divorce them. 

All measurements are (instantaneous) abstractions from the 
continuous flux of Nature: useful for navigation, useless for 
explanation 

From Sole to Soul, with love: the nature of companionship. 

We are different expressions of the same fundamental nature, not 
poles apart or One alone. 

A 'norm' is a derivation from individual variation; individual variation is
not a deviation from a 'norm'… 

Abstract science departs from natural science by putting the abstract 
‘norm’ before the natural variation…



One can only really comprehend infinity as an intangible quality of 
limitless space by feeling it in one's core.

One alone can never be infinite. Only what is truly everywhere can. 

Truly to understand One & Another it's vital to combine 1st, 2nd & 3rd 
person views from both ways, not isolate or oppose them.

Energy flows where it's called for. Evolution is induced by receptive 
influence, not driven by external force.

Living entails dying, not sole survival.  21st August

Nature adores a vacuum and inhabits it with life. Man abhors a vacuum
and fills it with strife. 

Energy paints the variety of the natural world on an intangible canvas 
of space. 

Consider you self as an opening, a circulation of energy around a core 
of receptive stillness. Then consider every body else the same way. 

I understand 'One' naturally to be a dynamic local inclusion of space in
flux, not a static point-centre of mass.

If you don't already, try thinking of yourself as an opening, not a solid 
centre. It may transform your thinking 

That competition is widely equated with diversity is one of the great 
absurdities of modern capitalism as an expression of social Darwinism 

Life originates in relationship, not independent existence.  

The environment is the very making of me, as a natural inclusion of 
space in flux, not everything that isn't me. 

The Truth is In Here.

Unity isn't Community. Life thrives in the balance between integration 
& disintegration, not One or Other.   



Humility is the quality most needed to lead us out of the devastation 
wrought by political self-elevation.ne 

A true sense of democratic community can't be inspired by adversarial 
politics. A new kind of leadership is needed.  

True democracy seeks common ground and complementarity, NOT 
opposition, hierarchy and unilateralism. . 

Life originates and evolves sustainably in dynamic relationship with its 
neighbourhood, not in independent existence  

Energy travels in pulses and resides in circulation.  

Space is Everywhere, Energy is Somewhere: Each in the Other co-
creates Mind & Body. 

True Self is a natural inclusion of neighbourhood: an experiencer of life
& love, not detached observer or performer 

A Ruler stretched across space measures only its own length, not the 
space.  22nd May 

Conventional science and mathematics ignore:- Infinite receptive 
space Intrinsic energetic flux The co-creative inclusion of each in other.

A popular lie is much more easily conveyed than an unpopular truth: 
but what good purpose has this ever served? 

First step to well-becoming: imagine you're a well! is way: 

Thinking stuck in square one cannot solve the intractable problems it 
causes. Start from circular one instead!

Abstract view: Every body is an independent object isolated from and 
by space, and moved by extrinsic force...

Inclusional view: Every body is an intrinsically dynamic locality within 
and as a natural inclusion of space.  

 To objectify is, by definition, to capture within a fixed frame: a 
devastating abuse of natural continuity. 

Why can't we all simply accept that every body is a dynamic natural 
inclusion of its neighbourhood? 



Every body is primarily a receptacle for natural energy flow. What 
makes it so is its hollowness, not independence. 

Without receptivity, we're bereft of what we need to understand 
Nature & our dynamic place within it. Abstract thought excludes 
receptivity. 

Receptivity is the source of natural sense & sensibility, through which 
we learn, love & understand. 

Nature isn't a box, and life forms don't compete to occupy it. A lesson 
that could prevent much human heartache. 

Matter cannot displace space. Matter IS space, plus circulating energy. 

If Light had nowhere to go to, would it travel? 

Gorm is the attentive receptivity at the heart of life, love and their 
natural, mutual inclusion. 

Nature doesn't judge objectively by abstracting itself from us - we do 
that when we judge Nature by abstracting our selves from our origin…

There is vast difference between viewing life tenderly, from the 
humility of the valley, and insensitively, from the arrogance of the 
peak…

Love comes immersed in the flow of life, Enmity comes adrift from it. 

Darkness & Light are distinct but mutually inclusive and co-creative 
presences, not opposites. Why think otherwise?   

Humanity returns when we perceive our Selves as hollow, not solid.  
29th December 

Humanity withdraws when we perceive our Selves as solid, not hollow. 

There is no time frame in Nature. Imagining that there is ruins lives. 

Closed minds perceive closed systems.  24th December 

The Radical Middle: fertile ground for a re-evolution of politics from 
partisan to participatory.  



The keyhole to open-heartedness is to understand 'place' as ‘dynamic 
locality’, a central cavity for energy to revolve around continuously.

Reference-framing is fine for map-making, but hopeless for making 
sense of natural reality.  

Death is a release of energy from bodily locality - a renewal, not 
closure, of possibility.  

Life evolves through the thriving of the possible, not the survival of the
supremacist. 

There can be no such thing as a dimensionless point of mass, only a 
dimensionless point of space. 

Only when we admit every body's a cavity at heart can we sense our 
true origin in receptive & responsive love of space&flux…

All soulful paths confluence in the cavity at heart. 

All soulful paths from all traditions lead ultimately into ‘the cavity at 
heart’ as the source of invitation into life from love.  

Only open-heartedness can release from the vicious cycle of violent 
opposition to other.   

When Self is understood to be a Centre of Natural Circulation, the 
whole point of Opposition to Other melts. 

Nothing exists instantaneously.  

From block-headedness to open-heartedness: a desperately needed 
transformation of the human psyche. 

You can't mend a broken society with what's broken it. 

Flow-networks: not the ties that bind, but the channels that open to 
each other's receptivity.  

Humanity will never be wise enough to resolve its conflicts and 
contradictions, without relinquishing its present addiction to 
abstraction.

Sometimes I get weary of hearing people calling for new thinking, then
disregarding what's in front of their noses.  



Natural variety doesn't arise from abstract competition: abstract 
competition removes natural variety.  

We cannot change our fundamental Nature, but urgently need to 
change how we mostly perceive & think about it.

Life is a creative exploration of possibility, not a competitive struggle 
for permanent existence. 

Teaching computers to think like people shouldn't be difficult, now that
we have been teaching ourselves to think like computers for so long

Paradox isn't natural: it is the abstract outcome of assuming that 
material & immaterial presence are mutually exclusive or one and the 
same.  

Light can't drive out darkness, it can only illuminate it! Light can't exist
without darkness; neither can matter. 

When I look at the moon, I don't imagine that the moon & space are 
mutually exclusive; the moon couldn't exist if they were.  

Could your body exist if it was isolated or indistinguishable from 
space?  

I often feel almost entirely alone in my awareness of natural 
companionship. 

Both Unity & Opposition are abstract concepts that obscure the mutual
inclusion of naturally continuous space and dynamic boundaries  

Opposition is an abstract concept, from which no good emerges. 

Holding Openness is what sustains Life & Love

When the problem with a culture is lack of receptivity, people can't 
accept what's needed to resolve it. 

All that's fundamentally needed to transcend the logic of conflict is to 
accept that space is everywhere and matter is intrinsically dynamic…

Each in the Other bring Love&Life



If kindness flows from an open heart, where does cruelty originate? 

Diving into the limitless pool of NI is refreshing, not drowning

There is Silence of Soulful Depth and silence of soulless negligence. 
The former inspires, the latter dismays. 

What I fear most is what most trust, and what I fear least is what 
most least trust. 

I don't fear swimming in the limitless pool of receptivity, but I do fear 
bumping into the concrete-minded Edge.  6th September 

Sweet Nature & Scary Nature are mutually inclusive sources of Life & 
Love, not opposites or One & The Same. 

When all natural bodies are recognised to be made of flux, why waste 
time deciding if they are particles or waves? 

The creativity of natural flow-form is due to the mutual inclusion of 
strength and weakness - so why prefer one in opposition to other? 

 Natural bodies are local fluxes in omnipresent stillness, not local still 
points in omnipresent flux. Why not give this reality a whirl? 

Difference isn't the cause of conflict. Conflict is born in the desire for 
no difference: the soulless quest for Unity where no Other exists. 

Desire for Unity brings Division. Appreciation of diverse character 
brings co-creative communion. 

There is no such thing as an infinite number, there is only infinite 
space. So long as maths doesn't recognise this, it will stay stuck fast.  

It takes practice to experience deeply, but the way we are mostly 
taught disregards that in favour of a quick fix 

Holding Openness' - the core creative principle and intention of natural
inclusionality.     

Birds can't fly with only right wing or left wing 

Time can't be without motion. Motion can't be without Stillness. 
Stillness is formless without motion.  



There can be no form without flux, and there can be no flux without 
the receptive, omnipresent stillness of space. 

Natural 'oneness' is dynamic 'openness', not singular 'completeness'; 
dynamic 'locality', not inert 'unity'. 

So long as people are led by abstract perception to view their selves as
exceptions from their natural neighbourhood, they won't care for it…

There is profound difference between viewing self as an inclusion of 
and as an exception from natural neighbourhood.   

Nature can only include what's possible; it cannot exclude what's 
impossible. Abstract human thought works the other way round

'If I were you': the imaginative thought at the root of human empathy.

There's such a huge difference between the understanding of life 
gained solely by viewing it from afar, and that gained within its midst.  

Everywhere cannot exclude somewhere. 

Consciousness is a current, not a state of awareness- that's why it 
streams through us as natural inclusions & expressions of space & 
energy. 

Really, is there anything weird or mystical in appreciating ourselves 
and others as inclusions and expressions of our natural 
neighbourhood?

Space is a limitless pool of natural inclusion that invites mutuality and 
communion  

Imagine space as what pools all in flowing current, not what separates 
out isolated objects. 

The difference between abstract space, as separative fabric, and 
natural space as intangible omnipresence is crucial to understanding 
reality



The trouble with growing a thick skin is that it can make one callous.  

Any political system that divides itself between left, right, top and 
bottom loses heart, soul, spirit and viability. 

Nature doesn't make us INDEPENDENT. Nature makes us NEEDFUL.  

Evolution is a flow-dynamic, not a sorting mechanism. 

Our biology makes us needful, not selfish. 

Space and energy are inseparable, but not homogenized. T

We live in the natural CURRENT of place-time, not the abstract 
INSTANT that cuts Future adrift from Past. 

To a truly compassionate mind it's not possible to find peace for self 
that doesn't include peace for others. More's the pity. 

 nature is the receptive, intangible omnipresence of space. 
https://www.bestthinking.com/articles/science/biology_and_nature/th
e-nature-of-receptive-omnipresence     …  11th April 2015

Space Welcomes Energy Flows Life comes and goes With Grace and 
Sense Stillness and Flux Calm and Alert Being and Becoming As it is 
and does 10th April 

What is so wrong with living and loving as we naturally are that so 
many human beings feel obliged to reject it in favour of false 
pretence? 10th April 

Natural inclusion/Place-time provides such a simple, consistent, 
mutualistic basis for understanding natural phenomena, including 
ourselves,

@naturinclusion Why will almost no-one openly acknowledge this (or 
me for working it out & explaining it) and instead give me so much 
grief? 10th April 

Why are elections shrill battles between partial mind-sets instead of 
balanced consideration of possibilities? What excludes the middle? 10th 
April

https://twitter.com/naturinclusion
https://t.co/KI2uvlfVJF
https://t.co/KI2uvlfVJF


Natural inclusion simply cannot be understood by anyone who has 
locked receptive omnipresence outside their abstract terms of 
reference 9th April

ed organizations get stuck on adaptive peaks which they think are best
8th April 2015

Beware of stepping stones on the way to full immersion in the sea of 
receptivity. They tend to be sticking stones. 
ciety_and_humanities/philosophy/bombshells-the-devastating-
mistakes-of-abstract-perception     …   27th March 

Community life thrives naturally in diversity, not the monotony of 
equality. 

Quite simply, all tangible forms are dynamically bounded holes, not 
definitively bounded wholes or boundless non-identities.

What's Earth's axis made of? 

A tree is a solar powered fountain, not a stick-in-the-mud.  that calls 
Former into Latter out in the Cold. Sad. 9th March

Only void can exist in an instantaneous time frame 

Space Welcomes, Energy Flows. 

https://t.co/YaGKnjJBuL
https://t.co/YaGKnjJBuL

